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I. INTRODUCTION  

The record evidence in this case clearly demonstrates that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline 

extension was used and useful as of the February 28, 2019 date certain.  Suburban Natural Gas 

Company (Suburban) constructed the extension and placed it into service to benefit customers by 

ensuring safe and reliable service and providing adequate reserve capacity.  The Public Utilities 

Commission of Ohio (Commission or PUCO), after considering this indisputable record evidence, 

determined that “the extension was both used by customers as of date certain and useful to them 

because it provided safe and reliable service at that time.”1  As such, the entire 4.9-mile extension 

should be included in rate base.  

The Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel (OCC) sought reconsideration of this case and 

appealed the Commission’s decision to the Supreme Court of Ohio (Court).  The Court ultimately 

                                                 
1 Opinion and Order at ¶ 121 (Sept. 26, 2019). 
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rejected the bulk of OCC’s arguments on appeal, but determined that the Commission had relied 

on an incorrect application of the used-and-useful standard found in R.C. 4909.15(A)(1).2 

The Court remanded the case to the Commission “to apply the appropriate standard.”3  In 

doing so, the Court explained that the “application of the relevant legal standard to the facts is 

something that is best left to the PUCO in the first instance.”4   The Court further noted that OCC 

concedes that 2.0 miles of the extension were useful as of the date certain, but disputes the 

usefulness of the remaining 2.9 miles.5  As such, one issue remains on remand: whether the 

remaining 2.9 miles of the pipeline extension were beneficial to customers as of the date certain 

so that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension is included in rate base.  The record evidence clearly 

demonstrates that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension was used and useful as of the date certain, 

benefitting customers and ensuring the safety and reliability of Suburban’s natural gas system. 

In an Entry issued October 6, 2021, the Commission directed the parties to file initial briefs 

on remand by October 29, 2021, and reply briefs on remand by November 12, 2021.6  Accordingly, 

Suburban,7 Commission Staff,8 and OCC,9 filed initial briefs on remand on October 28, 2021 and 

October 29 2021.  Additionally, Columbia Gas of Ohio (Columbia) sought leave to file and filed 

an amicus curiae brief on October 29, 2021, supporting Suburban and the recovery of costs related 

                                                 
2 In re Application of Suburban Natural Gas Co., Slip Opinion No. 2021-Ohio-3224 (Sept. 21, 2021), ¶ 27 (Court 

Decision). 

3 Court Decision at ¶ 35. 

4 Id., citing In re Complaint of Wingo v. Nationwide Energy Partners, L.L.C., 163 Ohio St.3d 208, 2020-Ohio-5583, 

169 N.E.3d 617, ¶ 26. 

5 Court Decision at ¶ 21. 

6 See Entry at ¶ 17 (Oct. 6, 2021).   

7 Brief on Remand of Suburban Natural Gas Company (Oct. 29, 2021) (Suburban Remand Brief). 

8 Initial Brief Submitted on Behalf of the Staff of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (Oct. 28, 2021) (Staff 

Remand Brief).  

9 Initial Brief on Remand by Office of The Ohio Consumers' Counsel (Oct. 29, 2021) (OCC Remand Brief). 
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to the entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension.10  JobsOhio11 and the Ohio Gas Association12 also filed 

public comments in support of the inclusion of the entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension in Suburban’s 

rate base.   

The briefs on remand filed by Suburban, Commission Staff, and Columbia, as well as the 

public comments submitted by JobsOhio and the Ohio Gas Association, all point to the same 

inexorable conclusion:  that the record evidence demonstrates that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline 

extension was used and useful as of the date certain.  OCC’s brief on remand, on the other hand, 

relies on factual and legal misstatements in a vain effort to contravene this overwhelming record 

evidence.  In accordance with the Commission’s October 6, 2021 Entry, Suburban hereby submits 

the following reply brief on remand to address the initial briefs, comments, and misstatements that 

were filed.  

II. ARGUMENT 

A. Suburban modeled and considered alternative pipeline lengths. 
 

OCC first incorrectly argues that “Suburban’s failure to consider options and offer 

evidence regarding shorter pipelines is fatal” to the fact that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline was used 

and useful as of the date certain.13  This argument is both factually and legally incorrect as 

Suburban did submit record evidence that it modeled and considered alternative lengths of pipeline 

extensions in its analysis.    

                                                 
10 Motion for Leave to File Amicus Curiae Brief and Memorandum in Support of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. (Oct. 

29, 2021) (Columbia Amicus Brief). 

11 Public Comment of Dana Saucier, Vice President, Head of Economic Development at JobsOhio (Nov. 8, 2021) 

(attached hereto as Attachment A).  

12 Public Comment of the Ohio Gas Association (Oct. 29, 2021) (attached hereto as Attachment B).   

13 OCC Remand Brief at 5.  
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Suburban retained an engineering firm, Utility Technologies International Corporation 

(UTI), to model various possible solutions to its low-pressure concerns.14  Suburban Witness 

Grupenhoff, an expert engineer employed by UTI, testified that UTI, in its review and analysis of 

Suburban’s system concerns, did in fact model several different pipeline lengths, and other 

alternatives, for Suburban’s consideration.  In addition to the 4.9-mile modeling that Suburban 

submitted as record evidence, UTI testified that it also modeled other lengths,15 such as 1-mile, 2-

mile, and 3-mile options,16 and also considered interconnections at different points on the 

pipeline.17  Suburban and UTI ultimately found other pipeline lengths to be either cost prohibitive 

or inadequate to provide safe and reliable service with adequate reserve capacity for Suburban’s 

customers.18 

When determining the proper length based on modeling of different alternatives, 

Suburban’s professional engineers did not “consider [the 100 psig minimum] safe.”19  Instead, 

Suburban’s ultimate decision was based on the fact that 100 psig is an absolute minimum level.20  

Therefore, when considering the merits of alternative options, Suburban and its expert engineers 

determined that the construction of a 4.9-mile pipeline extension was necessary to protect the 

customers on its system in the winter of 2018-2019.  To ensure safe and reliable service, Suburban 

needed to have adequate reserve capacity to protect against unforeseen contingencies, especially 

during cold weather events. 

                                                 
14 Co. Ex. 5, Supplemental Direct Testimony of Andrew J. Sonderman at 21-22 (June 7, 2019) (Sonderman 

Supplemental Testimony).  

15 Co. Ex. 4, Direct Testimony of Kyle Grupenhof at 7 (June 7, 2019) (Grupenhof Testimony).  

16 Tr. Vol. II at 299 (Cross Examination of Grupenhoff).  

17 Co. Ex. 4, Grupenhoff Testimony at 7.   

18 Id.  

19 Tr. Vol II at 389 (Cross Examination of Grupenhof).   

20 Id. 
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OCC cannot point to any evidence in the record to refute the fact that UTI did model other 

lengths and considered other alternatives before Suburban and UTI determined that the 4.9-mile 

pipeline was necessary.  OCC’s misplaced argument seems to be that Suburban failed to submit 

the models themselves for OCC’s review and approval.  OCC claims that the models themselves 

“do not show projected pressure at Lazelle Road with a 4.5-mile pipeline, a 4.0-mile pipeline, 3.0-

mile pipeline…”21  While it is not a requirement in Ohio law or the Commission rules for a natural 

gas utility to conduct and produce various alternative scenarios and modeling to OCC, let alone 

for OCC’s approval, it is factually incorrect for OCC to assert that no such analysis occurred by 

the engineers when attempting to solve a concern on the system and that Suburban neither modeled 

nor considered alternative lengths.22  It is also factually incorrect for OCC to misrepresent the 

record and assert that Suburban did not submit record evidence from an expert engineer witness 

stating that alternatives were in fact considered, but that these alternatives were inadequate to 

provide safe and reliable service to Suburban’s customers.23  As stated previously, UTI testified 

that it modeled other lengths and considered different options to resolve the safety and reliability 

concerns on Suburban’s system.24  Just because OCC does not like the evidence in the record, it 

does not mean that OCC can ignore and misrepresent the evidence that exists.   

OCC also seems to suggest that Suburban simply cannot satisfy its burden of proof lest it 

submits all models to OCC for every hypothetical length of pipeline it ever considered throughout 

its entire analysis, regardless of the ultimate decision made by the utility in conjunction with its 

                                                 
21 OCC Remand Brief at 5.   

22 See OCC Remand Brief at 7 (“Suburban did not make any attempt to evaluate pipeline lengths other than 2.0 miles 

and 4.9 miles.”). 

23 See id. (“But there is no evidence showing why 4.9 miles was needed instead of 2.0 miles.  Without that evidence, 

Suburban cannot meet its burden….”).  

24 Co. Ex. 4, Direct Testimony of Kyle Grupenhof at 7 (June 7, 2019) (Grupenhof Testimony); Tr. Vol. II at 299 (Cross 

Examination of Grupenhoff.  
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engineers, and regardless of whether the model was ultimately used for construction or in any 

approval process before the Ohio Power Siting Board.25  But that is not the law.  Suburban has no 

obligation under Ohio law to create paper replicas of such modeling and submit the models 

themselves to OCC.  Contrary to OCC’s claims, Suburban has met its burden to demonstrate that 

the entire 4.9-mile pipeline was just and reasonable and necessary to provide safe and reliable 

service to customers during extreme cold weather events.  Suburban did model alternative lengths 

and determined that 4.9 miles was necessary to resolve low pressure concerns and provide an 

adequate reserve capacity to protect customers against unforeseen contingencies.   

Furthermore, OCC is skewing the application of Ohio law and the used and useful standard.  

As the Court explained, to be included in rate base, “the property must be beneficial in rendering 

service for the convenience of the public as of the date certain.”26  Suburban demonstrated that the 

entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension is and was beneficial in rendering safe and reliable service to 

customers as of the date certain.  OCC’s requirement that Suburban must provide models 

affirmatively disproving the sufficiency of every possible alternative length runs afoul against 

Court and Commission precedent.   

Whether a property is used and useful as of the date certain is a question which must be 

resolved on a case-by-case basis by the trier of fact in light of all circumstances.27  Instead, 

however, OCC seems to argue that any pipeline designed to be built beyond the exact capacity 

needs at the time construction is approved and/or commenced is overbuilt.28  This simply does not 

                                                 
25 See OCC Remand Brief at 5.  

26 Court Decision at ¶ 25 (citing Columbus v. Pub. Util. Comm. of Ohio, 62 Ohio St.3d 430, 436, 584 N.E.2d 646 

(1992)). 

27 See Office of Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 58 Ohio St.2d 449, 453, 391 N.E.2d 311 (1979).   

28 See Columbia Amicus Brief at 6, citing Staff Post Hearing Reply Brief at 4 (Aug. 16, 2019) (rejecting OCC’s 

assertion that a pipeline must be right-sized).   
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reflect the reality that Suburban had been experiencing robust load growth29 prior to and throughout 

the design and construction process.  Thus, Suburban had to design its pipeline to account for the 

load on the system that would exist as of the date certain to adequately and safely serve its then-

existing customers under all weather conditions, including during cold weather events, plus 

adequate reserve capacity.  Suburban has submitted record evidence, including expert engineer 

testimony, that it considered alternative lengths, and that the 4.9-mile extension was necessary to 

solve the low pressure concerns that threatened the viability and safety of the system, which 

benefited Suburban’s existing customers as of the date certain.  

B. OCC continues to improperly conflate pipeline engineering and siting issues 

with ratemaking issues. 

 

Despite OCC’s unfounded claims, whether or not Suburban designed the pipeline 

extension to account for continued robust load growth at the time it was designed does not 

determine whether the pipeline extension was used and useful for existing customers as of the date 

certain.  The pipeline was designed, approved by the Ohio Power Siting Board, constructed, and 

put into service all in advance of the date certain.  The pipeline was used and useful, benefiting 

existing customers as of the date certain.  Given that Suburban had been experiencing robust 

growth throughout that entire timeframe, which was placing strain on the system during cold 

weather events, any pipeline extension that would be adequate to serve existing customers as of 

the date certain, must, by design, account for demand growth on its system between the beginning 

stages of designing the project and the completion of the construction and the date certain.  The 

considerations for the basis of need for approval of a project by the Ohio Power Siting Board do 

                                                 
29 See Public Comment of Dana Saucier, Vice President, Head of Economic Development at JobsOhio at 2 (Nov. 8, 

2021); Public Comment of the Ohio Gas Association (Oct. 29, 2021) (The extension “provides Delaware County with 

the immediate opportunity for extension or expansion of service to commercial customers, which is a prerequisite for 

economic development.”). 
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not control whether or not that pipeline was used and useful to existing customers as of the date 

certain, and, therefore, recoverable from a ratemaking perspective.   

Nonetheless, OCC conflates the two issues.  For example, OCC argues that in its Ohio 

Power Siting Board application, Suburban stated that the basis of need for the 4.9-mile pipeline 

extension was partially based on “growing demand for natural gas in homes and businesses in 

southern Delaware County.”30  However, Suburban designed and sought approval of the pipeline 

well in advance of the February 28, 2019 date certain.31  Designing any pipeline to the bare 

minimum based on the exact demand at that time of the design, more than a year in advance of the 

construction and placing the extension in service, will likely ensure that the pipeline would be 

immediately inadequate to serve the existing customers as of the date certain.  As JobsOhio noted 

in their public comments, Delaware County is one of the fastest growing areas in the state.32  

Designing the pipeline to account for the projected load growth during the construction phase 

ensures that the pipeline will be adequate to serve the then-existing customers at the time it is 

placed into service.33  Suburban determined that it needed to put the pipeline extension into service 

by winter of 2018-2019 in order to provide its existing customers with safe and reliable service,34 

and to prevent Suburban’s customers from being subjected to an unacceptable risk of potential 

                                                 
30 OCC Remand Brief at 8, citing In the Matter of the Expedited Letter of Notification Application of Suburban Natural 

Gas Company for the Del-Mar Pipeline Extension Project, Case No. 18-54-GA-BLN 

31 For example, Suburban filed its application on March 2, 2018, nearly a year before the date certain.  See In the 

Matter of the Expedited Letter of Notification Application of Suburban Natural Gas Company for the Del-Mar Pipeline 

Extension Project, Case No. 18-54-GA-BGN, Staff Report and Recommendation (Mar. 26, 2018) (recommending 

automatic approval of the pipeline extension by April 2, 2018).  

32 Public Comment of Dana Saucier, Vice President, Head of Economic Development at JobsOhio at 2 (Nov. 8, 2021). 

33 See Public Comment of the Ohio Gas Association (Oct. 29, 2021) (The extension “provides Delaware County with 

the immediate opportunity for extension or expansion of service to commercial customers, which is a prerequisite for 

economic development.”). 

34 Tr. Vol. II at 273 (Cross Examination of Grupenhof).   
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catastrophic system failure.35  As such, Suburban, with the expertise of the engineers, designed the 

4.9-mile pipeline extension to have “adequate reserves” that are “beneficial to consumers in 

providing protection against unforeseen contingencies,”36 and therefore useful to customers.   

OCC’s arguments—which would in essence require a utility to design a pipeline extension, 

seek Ohio Power Siting Board approval for the extension, construct the extension, and place the 

extension into service all on the same day of the date certain—are nonsensical and not based on 

reality.  There is no way for a utility to design and construct a pipeline adequate to serve existing 

customers as of the date certain without considering load growth between the design period and 

the date certain.  And Ohio law does not require such.  Building a pipeline with adequate reserve 

capacity does not mean building a pipeline to serve future customers.  Instead, it means building a 

pipeline with sufficient reserves to ensure the provision of safe and reliable service to customers 

despite unforeseen circumstances and contingencies, such as extreme cold weather events and 

fluctuations in demand.  As the Court noted, its application of “[the] used-and-useful test doesn’t 

prohibit utilities from making capital investments based on whatever scale and time frame the 

utility finds the most prudent.”37  OCC’s attempts to conflate issues of pipeline design with issues 

of ratemaking do not have any bearing on the fact that the entire pipeline was used and useful as 

of the date certain.  As such, OCC’s claims should be rejected. 

C. Record evidence demonstrates that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension was 

used and useful in serving existing customers. 

 

When one considers the factual, legal, and practical shortcomings of OCC’s arguments, 

alongside the overwhelming record evidence in this case, it is apparent that the entire 4.9-mile 

                                                 
35 Tr. Vol. II at 394 (Redirect Examination of Sonderman) (“The impact is so unacceptable that we have to take 

extraordinary measures to avoid it.”). 

36 Court Decision at ¶¶ 13, 33.   

37 Court Decision at ¶ 33.  
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pipeline extension was used and useful as of the date certain, as it benefited existing customers by 

providing them with safe and reliable service and adequate reserve capacity to protect against 

unforeseen contingencies.  Suburban has an obligation to provide safe and reliable service to its 

customers,38 which even OCC Witness Ross Willis cannot deny.39  The costs associated with the 

entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension should be included in rate base as the “property of the public 

utility [was] used and useful or, with respect to a natural gas *** company, [was] projected to be 

used and useful as of the date certain, in rendering the public utility service for which rates are to 

be fixed and determined.”40   

According to the Court, a facility is useful when it has “been taken by the public for its 

benefit.”41  The Court further recognized that some extra capacity may be considered useful:  “In 

an appropriate circumstance, a limited degree of reserve capacity could be useful (or beneficial) to 

consumers in providing protection against unforeseen contingencies in the same way that property 

insurance is useful to a homeowner.”42  The Court explained that there is a “distinction between, 

on one side, a pipeline with adequate reserves and, on the other, a pipeline overbuilt with excess 

capacity.”43  To determine whether or not the extension was used and useful, the Court stated that 

the Commission must determine “which side the 4.9-mile extension lies on.”44  The entire 4.9-mile 

pipeline extension benefits customers by providing them with safe and reliable natural gas service, 

as well as by providing adequate reserve capacity to ensure that safe and reliable service to 

                                                 
38 See, e.g., R.C. 4929.02(A)(1), R.C. 4905.06, and Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-13-02(A). 

39 Tr. Vol. III at 552, 581 (Cross Examination of Willis). 

40 R.C. 4909.15(A). 

41 Court Decision at ¶ 32 (citations omitted).  

42 Id. at ¶ 33.   

43 Id. at ¶ 13.   

44 Id.   
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customers is not interrupted during low pressure or cold weather events.  The 4.9-mile extension 

has been placed in service and is currently being used by customers for their benefit.  Given that 

customers have taken the entire utility property for their benefit,45 the entire 4.9-mile pipeline 

extension is useful and should be incorporated into Suburban’s rate base.  

The record shows that Suburban’s expert modeling determined that without the extension, 

the entire system was subject to risk of extremely low pressures, which could bring about system-

wide catastrophic failure outlined with disastrous consequences for customers.46  Additionally, 

Suburban recorded several, actual, low-pressure events, as well as extreme fluctuations in pressure 

on the Central Ohio system.  “Suburban observed that the pressure dropped below 100 psig at the 

Lazelle Road point of delivery in February 2015,”47 and recorded a second low pressure event in 

January 2019, only a few weeks before the 4.9-mile extension was brought into service.48  At one 

point, the pressure “dropped 27 [psig] in a half hour;”49  at another, the pressure at the measurement 

point dropped 40 psig in the span of thirty minutes,50  on a day when the system was “working at 

its full level on a day when requirements were far less than…on a typical Monday in January.”51  

UTI determined that typical demand increases in the morning hours likely caused these 

fluctuations.52 

                                                 
45 Id. 

46 See Co. Ex. 4, Grupenhof Testimony at 4.  

47 Co. Ex. 4, Grupenhof Testimony at 3. 

48 See Co. Ex. 5, Sonderman Supplemental Testimony at 23.  

49 Tr. Vol. II at 388 (Redirect Examination of Grupenhof). 

50 Tr. Vol. II at 320 (Redirect Examination of Grupenhof) (“Q. And does the change from 6:30 -- is there a change 

from 6:30 to 7:00 a.m.?  A. There, yes. It goes from 150 PSI to 110.”).  

51 Tr. Vol. II at 387 (Redirect Examination of Grupenhof).  

52 Tr. Vol. II at 320 (Redirect Examination of Grupenhof) (“[A] lot of furnaces and hot water tanks and things like 

that kicked on at 7 o'clock or right around there.”).   
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Given the risk of potential failure by low pressure events, the consequences of system-wide 

outages, the degree of fluctuations associated with demand variances, and the actual low-pressure 

events Suburban experienced, Suburban and its expert engineers determined that a 4.9-mile 

pipeline extension was necessary to provide safe and reliable service and adequate reserve margins 

to existing customers in the winter of 2018-2019.  As discussed above, this required designing a 

pipeline that would account for load growth53 during the design, approval, and construction periods 

preceding the date certain so that Suburban could ensure that the system was adequate to provide 

safe and reliable service with adequate reserves to its existing customers on the date certain.   

Every interested party, with the exception of OCC, reaches the same conclusion.  

Columbia, a competing natural gas distribution utility, noted that the pipeline extension benefited 

customers by providing “adequately pressurized facilities for Suburban to deliver gas to customers 

on a day-to-day basis and [protecting] Suburban’s customers from the potential for a catastrophic 

failure.”54  Staff also stated that the record evidence in this case demonstrates “that the entire 4.9-

mile DEL-MAR pipeline extension was used and useful as of the date certain, pursuant to the legal 

standard set forth in R.C. 4909.15(A)(1), and in accordance with the Court’s decision.”55   

Accordingly, all parties and commenters (except OCC) agree that the entire pipeline was as of the 

date certain, advantageous and beneficial in rendering service for the convenience of the public.56   

                                                 
53 Public Comment of Dana Saucier, Vice President, Head of Economic Development at JobsOhio (Nov. 8, 2021) 

(“The pipeline was beneficial the moment that it provided economic development entities with the ability to say ‘there 

is natural gas already available at this location’ when attempting to attract job creators to Delaware County.”). 

54 Columbia Amicus Brief at 8.   

55 Staff Remand Brief at 3. 

56 See Suburban Remand Brief at 4-14, Staff Remand Brief at 3, Columbia Amicus Brief at 8, Public Comment of the 

Ohio Gas Association at 1-2 (Oct. 29, 2021), and Public Comment of Dana Saucier, Vice President, Head of Economic 

Development at JobsOhio at 2 (Nov. 8, 2021) (“The Supreme Court’s decision remanding this case to you boils down 

to a very simple question: was the entirety of the Del-Mar Pipeline extension beneficial as of February 28, 2019.  The 

answer to this question is yes.”). 
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D. OCC’s argument relies on other misstatements of the factual record in this 

case.  

 

Throughout its brief, in an attempt to refute this overwhelming record evidence, OCC 

resorts to simply misstating the facts of this case.  For example, OCC argues that in an April 2019 

memorandum Suburban Witness Grupenhoff does not make “mention of pressure concerns at 

Lazelle Road.”57  However, throughout that same two-page memorandum, Suburban Witness 

Grupenhoff repeatedly mentions capacity concerns, discussing the need for gas “during periods of 

increased gas use (winter months) and emergency feeds in the event one or more supply nodes 

[were] to inadvertently shut down,”58 the dangers of loss of supply “especially during winter 

months when usage is high,”59 “necessary capacity” to “lighten the strain on the system,”60 and 

“increased redundancy and safety margin for the system as a whole.”61  Even a cursory reading of 

this memorandum makes it clear that Suburban Witness Grupenhoff is discussing the need for 

adequate reserve capacity and safe operating margins to provide safe and reliable service to 

customers—low system pressure is a result of the very capacity constraints and needs and strain 

on the system that Witness Grupenhoff is discussing and a way to quantify the system’s 

shortcomings.  OCC’s focus on the word “pressure” is a red herring—an attempt to obfuscate the 

clear meaning of the record evidence.  

OCC makes a similar argument regarding Suburban’s application to the Ohio Power Siting 

Board for approval of the pipeline extension.62  OCC claims that since the application does not use 

                                                 
57 OCC Remand Brief at 9, citing OCC Ex. 7. 

58 OCC Ex. 7 at 1 

59 Id.  

60 Id. 

61 Id.  

62 See OCC Remand Brief at 8.  
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the word “pressure” the pipeline could not have been used and useful.63  As discussed above, this 

argument, of course, ignores the obvious fact that ratemaking and siting are two separate issues 

with separate legal standards, and that designing a pipeline to be adequate as of the date certain 

must account for load growth between the point of design and the date certain.64  And again, the 

absence of the word ‘pressure’ does not refute the fact that the application clearly contemplated a 

need for increased capacity to alleviate the strain on the system and to ensure the provision of 

adequate and reliable natural gas service to customers.65   

OCC also points to testimony by OCC Witness Ross Willis, in turn citing to testimony 

from Suburban Witness Sonderman, claiming this demonstrates that the pipeline was designed to 

serve new customers.66  In arguing this assertion, OCC and its witness point to one line of testimony 

from Witness Sonderman.67  They conveniently ignore, of course, that Witness Sonderman was 

testifying as to how the pipeline extension was designed and the concerns that Suburban had over 

the safety and reliability of the system during low system pressure events, not regarding the 

specifics of Suburban’s rate base and cost recovery as of the date certain.  OCC also failed to 

mention that Witness Sonderman explicitly mentioned that Suburban’s investments were 

necessary to meet Suburban’s “service obligations and provide the quality service” to which 

Suburban’s customers are entitled.68  And that the risk of an outage intensifies when multiple days 

                                                 
63 Id. 

64 See supra Part II.B.  

65 OCC admits that the application dealt with the need for increased capacity.  See OCC Remand Brief at 8 (“It 

references only the need for increased capacity.”).  

66 See OCC Remand Brief at 9, citing OCC Ex. 1, Direct Testimony of Ross Willis at 7 (Mar. 8, 2019). 

67 Id.  

68 See Direct Testimony of Sonderman at 1, 3 (Sept. 14, 2018) (“My testimony generally supports Suburban’s request 

for an increase in Suburban’s rates and charges.  Our test year data demonstrate that our revenues are not sufficient to 

provide a reasonable return for the investment that has been, is being, and must continue to be made to meet our public 

service obligations and provide the quality service our customers are entitled.”). 
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of cold weather and severe wind chill occur and are combined with increases in customer demand 

during the cold weather.69  By protecting against severe weather events and increases in demand 

during those severe weather events, the entire pipeline extension provided benefits to customers 

as of the date certain.  

III. CONCLUSION 

Suburban has provided sufficient record evidence, including expert engineering witness 

testimony and modeling, to meet its significant burden to demonstrate that the entire 4.9-mile 

pipeline extension was used and useful as of the date certain.  The risks of operating a natural gas 

distribution system below or near the minimum safe operating pressure, as well as the potential 

consequences of a resulting catastrophic failure, demonstrate that an adequate reserve is necessary 

and beneficial to provide customers with safe and reliable service.  OCC, in its brief on remand, 

relies on factual and legal misrepresentations in a failed effort to refute this undeniable conclusion.  

As such, upon remand, and pursuant to the Court Decision, the record evidence 

demonstrates that the entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension was used and useful as of the date certain 

pursuant to R.C. 4909.15(A), and should be included in rate base.  As the Commission correctly 

held in its Order in this case: “the extension was both used and useful to Suburban’s customers as 

of the date certain;”70 and “the extension was both used by customers as of date certain and useful 

to them because it provided safe and reliable service at that time.”71  Upon rehearing, the 

Commission properly affirmed its findings, reiterating that the 4.9-mile pipeline extension was 

                                                 
69 Tr. Vol. II at 372, 375 (Cross Examination of Sonderman).  

70 Tr. Vol. II at 372, 375 (Cross Examination of Sonderman). 

71 Opinion and Order at ¶ 121 (Sept. 26, 2019). 
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used and useful as of the date certain under R.C. 4909.15, and that “the evidence presented during 

the hearing supports the entire 4.9 [ ] pipeline extension.”72   

On remand when applying the applicable used-and-useful standard to the facts of the case, 

the Commission should affirm these conclusions and find, based on the record evidence, that the 

entire 4.9-mile pipeline extension was used and useful as of the date certain under R.C. 4909.15.   

 

Respectfully submitted, 

      /s/ Kimberly W. Bojko______ 

      Kimberly W. Bojko (0069402) 

      Jonathan Wygonski (0100060) 

      Carpenter Lipps & Leland LLP 

      280 North High Street, Suite 1300 

      Columbus, Ohio 43215 

      Telephone: (614)-365-4100 

      bojko@carpenterlipps.com 

      wygonski@carpenterlipps.com  

      (willing to accept service by email)  

Counsel for Suburban Natural Gas Company 
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